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INTERJOLLY optimizes the corner joining of the tile covering between floor 

and wall, while leaving the necessary space for the expansion with adjacent 

walls. This profile has a perforated flange which is applied under the tile. 

It can also serve as a cove base for shower tray and bathtub perimeter 

so to avoid the silicon lining which inevitably turns a yellow unaesthetic 

discoloured tone in time.  The moulded cove base made with the application 

of the profile makes every internal corner and crevice extremely easy to 

clean and therefore more hygienic.

INTERJOLLY IJ-P* Full body coloured Synthetic Resin           

The product is entirely of a solid colour compound and not colour

coated. This can be utilized in the most diverse environments which

require coverings. Moreover, is easy to cut to size so the laying may

result quicker and less time consuming therefore one would economize

in terms of labor over the entire project budget.

This product maintains a good performance over time against UV rays

and small scratches are not so visible, tolerates impact and diluted

chemicals present in most detergents.

INTERJOLLY IJ-IL Stainless steel Polished AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 

Stainless steel profile, AISI 304 standard, ensures high tolerance to corrosion 

suitable for laboratories, food processing plants, commercial kitchens, slaughter 

houses, breweries as well as bathrooms for private and public areas. 

PVC sectionStainless steel section

Colour H=7,5mm

Material: Resintop
11= Pure white                             IJ 75 P11
12= White                             IJ 75 P12

Length: 2,70 metres
22= Grey                           IJ 75 P22
31= Bahama beige  IJ 75 P31

Colour H=9,5mm

Material: Resintop
11= Pure white                             IJ 95 P11
12= White                             IJ 95 P12

Length: 2,70 metres
22= Grey                           IJ 95 P22
31= Bahama beige  IJ 95 P31

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Stainless steel AISI 304

 8 IJ 80 IL

10 IJ 100 IL

Finish: Polished (IL)

Length: 2,70 metres


